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Next month’s meeting  will be the  
Annual General Meeting on   

Monday 7th March 2022 
The deadline for the March Warbler is 

Wednesday 16th February 2022 

The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the  
Society or its’  Committee  

 
 
 
 
 
 

                      
   Agenda  

 
    8pm Chairman’s Welcome 
 
         Guest Speaker  

Jim de Rennes 
     

Centenary Club Raffle 
 

Society Business  
 

10pm Close  

 
 
 
 

Meadow Sports Football Club 
Loop Rd Playing Fields, Loop Rd, Kingfield, 

Woking 
Surrey GU22 9BQ 
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Hi everyone and welcome to February’s Warbler. 
 
Let’s start with some positive news around Sur-
rey FA and the appointment of our new Referee 
Development Officer (RDO) Craig Hicks. 
Firstly, our congratulations as a Society go to 
Craig on his new role – I’m sure you’ll join me in 
wishing him every success. 
 
Craig’s appointment is an upbeat message for 
the new year – Craig’s enthusiasm and passion 
for refereeing is without question and has al-
ready started to shine through as he reaches out 
to as many people as possible in the Surrey refe-
ree community. He has already re-energised the Development Group with vari-
ous seminars and presentations, and I know he’s also very keen to engage with 
ALL levels of match official in the coming weeks’ and months’. I’ve also ex-
tended an open invitation to Craig to join us at one of our Society meetings and 
we’re hoping he’ll be able to do that in May, a great way to close off our season 
here at Woking. 
 
We’ve also got a new Chairman of Surrey FA. Alex Warner has been appointed 
and I had the pleasure of speaking to him on the phone only last week. What a 
positive and energetic Chairman we now have in Surrey – he’s really keen on 
his grassroots football and can regularly be seen standing on the touchline at 
Walton Casuals FC as one of their die-hard supporters. Alex lives in Shepperton 
and has a very successful career mainly in the Rail sector. He will hopefully 
bring a new dynamic and energy to County FA which should then see the gap 
that has grown between referees’ and HQ in the last few years drastically re-
duce. 
Again, I have extended an open invite to Alex to join us at any meeting he 
wishes and to hopefully present to us at some stage in 2022 – welcome to the 
Surrey FA Alex!! 
 
My time as Chair of this wonderful society is shortly to come to an end (I can 
hear the cheers already!!) and one of my missions before I stepped down was to 
ensure I handed over to my successor with everything ship-shape. Part of what 
I’ve been working on in the last few months was to find my successor and also 
bring together some good people to ensure the Secretary’s role is fluent for the 
handover when Mac steps down at the same time as myself. 
I’m thrilled to say that I believe we’ve got some EXTREMELY GOOD AND CA-
PABLE people lined up for Chair and Secretary roles come the  AGM on 7th 
March  –  the nominations will appear in the March issue -  I urge you if possible 
to put the AGM date in your diary to attend and show your support for the “new 
guard”. 
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Back to this month and we welcome our good friend and colleague from King-
ston RA Jim de Rennes. Jim needs little to no introduction to the most of us BUT 
if for some reason a) you’re a new member or b) you’ve been living under a rock 
since God was a lad, Jim is one of the most eloquent, brilliant and humorous pre-
senters you’ll ever meet. PLEASE make sure you get yourselves down to 
Meadow Sports on Monday 7th Feb at 8pm to join us for Jim’s evening and pres-
entation – I can guarantee you that it won’t disappoint!! 
 
Also, whilst I’m doing words in capital letters, a MASSIVE congratulations to our 
very own Callum Peter and Derrick Laing on their promotion to Level 3 referees’. 
Callum is clearly a star of the future and for those of you that remember him 
coming along all those years ago as a baby-faced 14year old with his Dad, Lee, 
and wouldn’t say boo to a goose, to see him grow and mature as both a referee 
and a person is a joy for all of us here at Woking. 
 
I can also use the word “mature” when talking about Derrick (sorry Del!!) but in 
all seriousness, you will not find a more dedicated, determined, and fit referee on 
the circuit. I know how close Del has been over the last few seasons to this pro-
motion and to now finally achieve it despite a few set-backs’ is credit to him and 
a salutary lesson to us all in never giving up. Del’s integrity on the pitch has 
made him a firm favourite with clubs and players alike so, like Callum, to see him 
achieve his goal is a brilliant moment for us at Woking Society. I’m sure you’ll 
join me in congratulating them both on their achievements and wish them well at 
the next level of the game. 
 
Keep those dates open for County Cup appointments – it won’t be too long now 
before some of you will be receiving that coveted email into your inboxes inviting 
you to officiate in YOUR county’s prestigious finals. Whether that be as a refe-
ree, assistant referee, fourth official or observer, please let us know on the 
WhatsApp group so we can pass on our congratulations and make a proper note 
to acknowledge you properly in March/April meetings!! 
 
You know where I am if you need anything, so please get in touch – it’s good to 
talk whether it’s positive or otherwise. Getting things off your chest can ALWAYS 
help, however insignificant you think it may be � 
 
See you on Feb 7th!! 
 
Cheers 
 

Andy 
 
Colemanballs 
 
That’s an old Ipswich move—O’Callaghan crossing for Mariner to drive over the 
bar .  -  John Motson 
 
Dumbarton player Steve McCahill has limped off with a badly cut forehead - 
           - Tom Ferrie  
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2021/22 Membership 

Current 

76Full Members 

12 Friends 

2 Affiliate Member 

 

The winners of the January Draw 
 

Vince Penfold 
 

Bill Collis  

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of Woking Society, 
The Referees Association will take place on Monday 7th March 2022 at 
Meadow Sports FC, Loop Road, Woking, Surrey, commencing at 8pm. 
 
Any rules changes and nominations for officers and committee need to be 
submitted in writing, and in accordance with the rules, to either Mac 
McBirnie, Andy Bennett or Bryan Jackson by the close of the February 
meeting (7th February 2022). 
 
The Woking Society Rules can be found via the following link # 
 
http://wokingreferees.co.uk/Warbler/WokingRARulespost2020AGM.pdf 
 
    ************************************** 

2022 Current Status  

General £2,400.46 

Supplies £158.75 

Centenary Fund £1,987.79 

Total £4,547.00 

  

Centenary club Target £5,000.00 

Centenary club amount 
 raised 

£1,987.79 

Still to be raised £3,012.21 
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I was born in Hove within sight of the flood-
lights of the Goldstone Ground and within 
the sound of the crowd, so my dear mother 
always knew from the cheers how many 
goals the Albion had scored......but she had 
to wait to see my face before she knew how 
many the opposition had scored!  
 
 I have now followed the Seagulls for up-
wards of 60 years, and am  enjoying the 
wonderful football being played by the current team. It remains a mystery that we 
still find it hard to beat Chelsea! 
 
I played in goal for Sussex Grammar Schools and St Edmund Hall Oxford before 
giving up the game through injury in my early twenties. 
 
I qualified as a referee in 1988 and by the time I hung up whistle and flag in 
March 2020 I had officiated in over 2,500 matches from the Supply Leagues 
downwards, including many Cup Finals as well as matches at both the old and 
new Wembley Stadiums.  
 
I have been an FA Licensed Referee Instructor and Tutor, working for both the 
FA and SCFA, and have held various posts at Kingston Referees’ Society during 
my more than 30 years of membership. 
 
I am also proud to boast that I had the same job, the same wife and lived in the 
same house for well over 30 years in all three cases, no mean achievement in 
the Modern World! 
 
Then, in April 2003, I changed two of the three.........I remain very happily married 
to Jane after more than 50 years, but escaped from Tiffin School after 36 years 
as a teacher of English, and from Surbiton to Claygate after 32 years of The 
Good Life. 
 
I am forever grateful to my two sons without whose involvement in Little League 
football I would never have taken up officiating which has given me so much 
pleasure and made me so many friends over the years. 
 
I’m very much looking forward to bringing my Managing the Managers’ Mouths 
workshop to Woking on February 7th. 
 

Jim 
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Chairman Andy welcomed 25 members and our guest speaker Steve Worsley 
the first meeting of the new year. Steve has been a our regular “January” 
speaker for the last few years and it was great to welcome him back once more. 
Apologies were received from. Vince Penfold, David and Charlotte Pilling, 
Stephen Brown, Tim Lawrence, Richard Hailstone, Josh Mugeridge, Dave Coo-
per, Nick Arbuckle, Brian Reader, Bill Collis, Eliza Bisley.  
 
Steve’s talk was entitled “Now What?” and consisted of a number of video clips 
each depicting rather unusual situations. They were all classic examples of the 
old adage of “expect the unexpected”. Every clip engendered much debate and 
discussion between the attending members as to whether the officials at the time 
had made the correct decision(s) and whether we would have done anything dif-
ferent. Interestingly some of the decisions made by the officials on the video clips  
although correct in law were not, it was felt, in the “spirit of the laws of the game”. 
 
Clips included incidents of “outside interference” such a dog preventing a goal, a 
substitute behind the goal line keeping the ball in play, and a wind assisted goal. 
A few more demonstrated “drop ball” scenarios and the importance of knowing 
the law such as opponents being 4 metres away and the ball having to be 
touched twice before a goal can be scored.  
 
Many of the incidents demonstrate that although referees were probably able to 
“sell” their  decisions at the higher levels of the professional game, for those of 
us on the local parks,  a more pragmatic approach would be safer and more 
readily accepted.  
 
A classic example was a referee getting hit by the ball just outside the penalty 
area and rebounding to a player of the same team, who then went on to score. In  
law because the ball didn't fall to an opposition player then the referee correctly 
let play continue. But it was agreed that at grassroots level, in that situation a 
drop ball may be a “safer” option. 
 
Another rather puzzling video showed a corner being taken with a second player 
standing just on, or in one case behind, the goal line a few feet away from the 
player taking the kick. The kicker then passed the ball to the second player. The 
first two times the A/R let play continue but the third time he raised his flag, al-
though not immediately. The referee then appeared to give an indirect free kick, 
presumably for offside, but as we all know a player cannot be offside form a cor-
ner kick. Very strange we all thought.  
 
Other clips showed a keeper apparently picking up the ball twice, and the referee 
making a complete hash of what followed and a player taking a corner which re-
bounded off the goal post straight back to the kicker who then promptly scored.  
Do you know the answer to the last one dear reader? Would you have allowed 
the goal to stand? Of course not I hear you correctly say.  
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Will Smithard receiving his FA Badge from Referee 
Developer Gareth ( with Andy photo bombing)  

Steve summed up his fascinating presentation by saying that he hoped he had 
demonstrated not only the importance of knowing, and applying, the laws of the 
game but also to remember to apply law 5.2 which states “Decisions will be made 
to the best of the referee’s ability according to the Laws of the Game and the 
‘spirit of the game’”.  
 
Andy thanked Steve for what he described as Steve’s “best one yet” and pre-
sented him with the customary bottles of wine. He also thanked him for all his 
hard work as a Referee Developer (along with Gareth) running the New Referees 
Courses for County FA. Steve responded by saying how much he enjoyed visiting 
Woking and the great interaction he receives with members. 
 
Centenary Draw 
The winners this month were Vince Penfold and Bill Collis  
Society Business 
Andy handed over the donated electronic flags to Carl as Supplies Officer to look 
after until it was decided the best way of utilising them. 
Secretary Mac  informed the meeting that there was a Committee meeting 
scheduled for Thursday 13th January. 
Membership and Treasurer Jacko said that we had a new member Keith Gar-
diner who had recently joined the Society and that nominations for committee and 
any proposed rule changes must be sent to him or the secretary or chairman by 
the close of the February meeting in time for the AGM in March. 
Training. Gareth told the meeting that 300 new referees had been trained since 
last June and that another 2 courses were in the pipeline, plus another all female 
one. 
Gareth presented Will Smithard with his referee badge having completed his first 
5 games. (see below)  
Welfare. Jackie as a newly appointed DBS documentation verifier for SFA was 
able to check two members that evening.  
 
The meeting closed at 10pm  

 

Andy 
thanked 
Steve with a 
bottle of 
wine 
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 My name is Andy Bennett and I’m currently 
Chairman of Woking Referees’ Society, a posi-
tion I’ve held for nearly three years now. 
 
I’m 44 years old (I know, I don’t look it….!! ) and 
have been a member of this great society for 10 
years. Away from football, I’m Head of Sales for 
a small, independent craft beer importer which 
means people want to be my friend, not for my 
amazing and charismatic personality but be-
cause I often have some great beer samples in 
the boot of my car!! 
  
When I moved down to Surrey from my native 
and beloved Derbyshire back in 2011, the first people to bring me into the fold 
were Pat Bakhuizen, Vince Penfold and Dave Lawton – all these guys have 
gone on to become amazing friends away from football as well as on the pitch. 
  
My refereeing “journey” started properly in 2013 down in Surrey when Pat en-
couraged me to sort myself out and get onto the Surrey FA new referees’ 
course but in truth, it had started many years earlier back in Derbyshire, thanks 
to a brilliant bloke by the name of Ralph Morton. I played at a half-decent, semi-
pro level up there but on Sunday’s I still turned out for my local village side in 
the Chesterfield & District Sunday League. Back then it was the envy of most 
Sunday Leagues’ in the country with 12 divisions with no less than 12 teams in 
each. It was superbly run and very competitive to say the least!! 
  
I was a goalkeeper (hence why I have a big mouth and never shut up talking) 
and Ralph was one of these referees’ that when he turned up to referee our 
games, you’d immediately think “he’s a good bloke, we’re gonna be alright here 
today”. He also had the uncanny knack of knowing every single players name 
after about 15mins which I could never work out how he did it. 
One day, after giving Ralph some stick over a disputed corner/goal kick (first 
world problems, eh?!!) he turned to me in the pub afterwards and said “Andy, 
why don’t you give this reffing lark a go pal, I reckon you’d be alright as you’ve 
got a big gob”. I thought that to be a fair-enough comment as you shouldn’t give 
it out if you’re not prepared to take it and therefore began my initial interest in 
refereeing. 
 
I was able to pursue this interest properly after I’d retired from playing so hence 
the reason I went from poacher to gamekeeper. I found I had some mild ability 
at it, probably more so than playing, and now I wish I’d have started officiating 
at a much younger age than 35. 
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So, thanks to Ralph (who’s still around and the recipient of a national award from 
the RA for his services to refereeing) here I am today doing what I love most 
Saturday afternoons and Tuesday evenings. 
  
Thanks to the support of Woking Society, Surrey FA, the national FA and now 
the PGMOL I’m very fortunate to be a National Group Assistant Referee which 
means I’m basically a specialist flag-waver operating on the Football League. 
I suppose my career highlight to date is running the line in the Vanarama Na-
tional League Play-Off Final at Wembley Stadium in August 2020 – if you’d have 
told me 10 years ago that I’d be on the pitch at Wembley officiating in a competi-
tive game of football, live on TV then I’d have laughed at you!! 
  
Apart from selling beer and the Football League stuff, I’m also involved as a 
coach for the Centre Of Referee Excellence (CORE) at the FA, a coach for Sur-
rey FA’s Development Group and Chairman of the Surrey County Referees’ As-
sociation (RA). 
  
Refereeing has given me the opportunity to stay within football and do things at 
a level I’d have never been able to reach as a player. I’d encourage anyone who 
is thinking of taking up the flag and/or whistle to give it a go – we have an amaz-
ing community as referees’ and the support network is unbelievable….go on, 

give it a go – if I can do it then ANYONE can!!  

Andy 
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My first experience of officiating was as a teenager when I used to watch my 
brother play for the village team and as their only supporter I ended up running 
the line for them a few times. I have to admit I had no idea what I was doing! 
 
When my son, Archie, showed an interest in football I started my coaching jour-
ney and became a FA Licensed Coach with a focus on youth coaching. 
 
After watching live Premier League football my daughter, Eliza, showed an inter-
est in refereeing and this started me on my refereeing journey. As a coach I had 
experienced the difficulty of finding a referee and based on my experience of 
coaching courses I guessed correctly that my daughter would find herself on a 
referees course in a room full of men, so I decided to go along with her to add to 
the number of referees and so that she wasn’t the only female on the course. We 
were lucky enough to have tutors from Woking RA leading our course and their 
passion, knowledge and welcoming enthusiasm meant that we signed up as 
members straight away! 
 
My focus for refereeing is youth games – I enjoy seeing children develop and 
learn to play in safe, well managed games. My hope is that I can teach children 
about the importance of respecting match officials so that this continues through-
out their footballing lives and to inspire more girls to become referees. 
Now I coach football on Saturday mornings and referee on Sunday mornings. I 
am a Welfare Officer and Club Official for our village youth club (Elstead Sharks) 
and am also now Welfare Officer for Woking Referees Society. Thank goodness 
my husband, Jon, is so supportive and understanding despite not being a huge 
football fan. 
 
My favourite refereeing moment 

so far was walking out with Eliza 

as AR1 and AR2 for one of the 

few County Cup Finals held in 

2020. Archie is booked onto a 

referee training course next 

year so I’m looking forward to 

the day when I can walk out to 

the middle with both of my chil-

dren by my side. 

Jackie      

      

        Jackie with daughter Eliza 
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♦ Huge congratulations to Dereck Laing and Callum Peter who have both 
achieved promotion to Level 3.  

 
♦ A very warm Woking welcome to new members Keith Gardiner, Charles 

Sherred and Steven and Luke McCarthy.  
 
♦ Here is a link to the benefits of the RA .   
https://the-ra.spencerhayesgroup.co.uk/member-benefits/ 

The age old problem of “Industrial Language” has once more raised its ugly 

head, this time at Sheeerwater’s new ground, which has been built very close to 

residential housing.  

On page 14 of this issue you will read an email that I received from a very con-

cerned local resident regarding the amount of abusive language the locals have 

had to endure during home games. Both myself, Vince and Andy, whose re-

sponse I have printed, replied to the email, all of us admitting that the situation is 

unacceptable.  

Vince suggested that they speak with Woking Council  who will have to listen 
and could ultimately suspend football at this site if football is proved to be the 
cause of the problem. He advised they keep a diary, with any recording of the 
language to re-enforce their case.  
Vince also  went on to say that “We at Woking will continue to remind our 
referees of their responsibilities and will continue to do our part to curb 
this unpleasant side of the game.” 
 
The resident replied. “Many thanks for your advice, a number of residents have 
already logged a case with the Environmental Health team at the Council,  
We have completed noise diaries and have recordings of some of the choice lan-
guage. As you say such language is unfortunately becoming commonplace, but 
it would be helpful to remind local referees that the pitch is right behind a 
residential area, and we can clearly hear the language on the pitch.” 
 
The above obviously applies wherever football is played and it’s our responsibil-
ity as referees to ensure that, whatever our own tolerance level may be, we 
should be mindful of our surroundings and then effect such language could have 
on those in the vicinity. 
 
I have often, when refereeing reminded players of nearby children’s play areas 
and to watch their language, and not surprisingly, they are mostly as good as 
gold.  I bet most of the players would never dream of using foul language at 
work, particularly in an office or retail environment, so why on a football pitch. ? 
  

Mac  
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OFFINABUS Language at Sheerwater 
 
Dear Woking Referees Society 
 
We would be grateful for your help. The referees at the matches played at the 
new 3G pitch at the Eastwood Leisure Centre do not seem to take any action 
on foul language, we can clearly hear swearing from inside our home, let alone 
in the garden, even on Sunday mornings and late evenings. 
 
We live very close to the pitch and the residents have raised the issue of noise 
and foul language with the Environmental Health team at Woking Borough 
Council, who recognise there is a problem. 
 
The swearing from the players and coaches is really obnoxious, we have 
flagged this with Sheerwater FC who advise “ We apologise on this issue but 
its hard for the club to shut up the players especially the away teams players 
but saying this the referee has the right to take action.” 
 
Despite raising this issue with WBC, the swearing continues. At  Sheerwater 
FC’s match with Beckenham Town on 3 January we had a more or less con-
stant stream of loud swearing, mostly F words aimed at the referee; the match 
ended in a mass brawl on the pitch, and even the families walking along the 
towpath looked alarmed.  Exposing neighbouring children to this behaviour is a 
major issue. 
 
The FA Laws of the Game for small sided football indicates a player using of-
fensive language should be issued with a Red card (Law 12 S6). 

However the referees never seem to take any action, so how can this mes-
sage be reinforced?  A few red cards might start to at least reduce the con-
stant swearing at their matches. 
 
We would be grateful if you can reinforce the message somehow with your 
members, who may not realise how close the pitch is to residents. 
 
Best regards 
 
Concerned Sheerwater Resident 
(name and email supplied)  
 

 

The above is a reminder of our responsibilities as upholders of the Laws of the 
Game.. Mac 
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Andy Bennett’s Response 
 
Dear “D”  
 
Hope you're well and thank you for your email into Woking Referees Society.  
 
Firstly, let me briefly introduce myself.  
My name is Andy Bennett and I'm Chair of Woking Referees Society and have 
been so for the past three years.  
 
I'm very sorry that you felt the need to have to put pen to paper (in the electronic 
sense!!) and send your email into us although I totally understand your reason 
for doing so. If you'll allow me to address some of your points I'd like to do so be-
low. 
 
Your overriding concern is to that of the language you can hear at your property, 
coming from the pitch at Sheerwater FC's new ground. It appears that you have 
contacted Sheerwater FC directly (possibly Trevor Wenden who is their Secre-
tary?) and they have responded (to their credit). I personally feel that they can't 
say much else to you as despite everything within their powers, they CANNOT 
control the mouths or minds of other human beings' when they enter their prem-
ises!! I can only imagine just how unpleasant some of the stuff you hear drifting 
across to your property can be. 
 
Part of their response is around the role of the referee and that he/she "has the 
right to take action". This is correct and I can assure you does happen although I 
think that possibly the issue has, because of the wording of their reply, now been 
shifted to "our" generic door as referees!!  
 
Sheerwater FC (first team) play in the Combined Counties Premier Football 
League which forms part of the Non-League football pyramid at Supply League 
level - this league is under the jurisdiction of the national Football Association 
(The FA) and any misconduct or extraordinary incidents that occur at the ground 
involving a game that Sheerwater FC participate in will be sent to Wembley Sta-
dium, the administrative HQ of The FA.  
 
You mentioned the game on January 3rd which coincidentally I happened to be 
attending in my voluntary role as FA Referee Coach. I witnessed the game in its 
entirety from the leisure centre side of the ground and heard the usual language 
associated with football, especially at that level. I cannot comment on the lan-
guage from the technical areas (on the opposite side of the pitch to the leisure 
centre) as I didn't hear anything personally but I'm not saying it didn't happen. 
What I DID witness was the mass confrontation at the end of the game which 
was highly unsavoury and also extremely frightening to be so close to. I felt it 
was handled well by the match officials at the time and I can assure you that 
some very factual and lengthy reports were sent to The FA by the match referee 
within 24hrs of the match being completed. 
 
 
      Continued on next page  
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♦ My dog kept chasing people on a bike. So we took his bike off him. Then 
he just sat in the garden and barked all day. So we gave him his bike 
back.    Because his bark was worse than his bike. 

 
♦ Every time my doorbell rings my dog goes in the corner. He's a Boxer. 
 
♦ I didn't realise removing my doorbell would have such a knock on effect. 
 

I agree that the scenes were disgraceful and hopefully both clubs will be pun-
ished with suitable fines by The FA in due course. 
 
I'd also just like to explain that the referees appointed at this level of football are 
rarely "local" (e.g. not from Woking) as The FA like to have a more "neutrally lo-
cated" official designated to the games. However, when other perhaps more lo-
cal Sunday League or Youth League games take place at the ground (and you'll 
have to accept my apologies here as I'm not wise enough to know which teams 
are attached to this ground) then there is a high possibility that these match offi-
cials will be local. This is where we at Woking Referees Society can do some-
thing to ensure that your message is heard. 
 
We already plan to print your email in our monthly referee magazine that goes 
out to over 75 members and to the wider Surrey County-registered referees (we 
will of course remove your name/email address) as I feel it's really important to 
show our membership the depth of feeling that local residents to football pitches 
have when bad language goes unpunished. We as referees can always do 
more and I hope you can appreciate in return that football is an emotive and 
passionate game that sometimes brings out the worst (and best) in its partici-
pants? 
 
Finally, I also think it would be worthwhile you contacting Surrey County FA 
again. All clubs within Surrey are affiliated to their parent county and therefore 
as this is a wider issue than just a refereeing one, I think you should also make 
them aware of how this is affecting you and your local community. Whilst I can't 
comment on what they will say/do, I strongly urge you to con-
tact sally.lockyer@surreyfa.com who is CEO of the organisation, she will then 
be able to forward on to the most relevant person to help you. 
 
I hope you find this reply helpful (if that's the right word?) and I'd be more than 
happy to chat to you in more detail if you'd like to. 
In the meantime, my contact details are below should you need anything further. 
 
Thanks as always 
Andy  
 
Andy Bennett 
PGMOL Assistant Referee  
Chairman - Woking Referees Society 
FA CORE Coach 
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Adie Rescues Family From Mr Fox   
 
A huge amount of gratitude to all the Match Officials who have been responding 
to my appeals for assistance to cover all the games in the GWAFL. This has 
been an outstanding effort and I cannot thank you enough for your diligence. 
That said, I then suffer the total frustration when games are called off due to, 
mainly, Covid issues. There is little worse than having a completely covered 
Saturday on both the GWAFL and the SCILW only to have games called off and 
Referees contact me asking where I would like them to go as they are still will-
ing and able to go out in the cold and officiate.  
 
There have been a small amount of incidents involving Match Officials being 
insulted and having their ability questioned. I would ask these club perpetrators 
how they would react if somebody came into their place of work, questioned 
their ability and insulted them. I am appalled that anybody would challenge the 
ability of any of my Referees particularly as these offenders would not take on 
the officiating role themselves. It does seem however that we are getting sup-
port from County on this issue and we have to leave it in their capable hands. 
 
News on my finger is that so long as the swelling reduces I can go back to work 
next week which will be a relief as I am not good at doing nothing and get very 
impatient when I am incapacitated. No news yet on whether it is benign or not – 
still waiting on that issue but they are sorting out some physio to get some 
movement back. At least the dressings are off and I will not have to seal my 
hand in a plastic bag to have a shower. It still stings somewhat and I am hoping 
there is not too much nerve damage. The only thing I have achieved is grouting 
in the tiles in the down-stair WC. This I could do with one hand but anything 
else, woodcraft etc has gone out the window for a while. 
 
Had a really unusual one this week. Eldest son Graham is demolishing his drum 
shed and building a new larger one at the bottom of our garden. He and Diane 
were clearing some wood, I was doing some League work on the computer 
when the phone rang. Graham demanded that I came down the garden and 
sorted out a Fox ….A what!! …Yeah, a Fox. In disbelief I wandered down and 
on the lawn was a magnificent dog fox, real russet red, shiny coat and a looking 
very healthy. (Nothing like those scabby town foxes that live off discarded KFC 
and fish and chip paper). I stood watching him and 
eventually he turned saw me and decided I was in 
charge so slunk off out on the downs-link. Diane and 
Graham were hiding in the shed so I encouraged them 
out, turns out this fox was very bold and was sniffing 
around Diane’s feet and trying to get into the shed 
where Graham was working. So that one was a first!!! 
 
Please keep me updated on your availability – it really 
helps when I am appointing. 
 

Stay Well   Adie 
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Topic of the Month: Endgame – keeping track of the time 
(Simon Parbery) 

 
This season there have been two high profile instances of match officials blowing 
early for the end of a half. In the League Two game between Leyton Orient and 
Hartlepool, the half time whistle was blown prior to the four minutes of additional 
time being played. Thanks to the quick thinking of referee Alan Young and his 
officiating team, the error could be corrected by playing the four minutes prior to 
the start of the second half. 
 
 In the recent Mali v Tunisia game in the Africa Cup of Nations, Zambian referee 
Janny Sikazwe blew the for full time after 85 minutes. Having resumed play, he 
then blew the final whistle after 89 minutes and 43 seconds as the 4th official was 
preparing to indicate the amount of time to be added at the end of the second 
half. It has since been reported by the organising committee that the referee be-
gan to suffer the effects of heat stroke and severe dehydration from the 80th min-
ute, which caused him to lose track of the time.  
 
The above incidents illustrate that time-keeping mistakes can be made even 
when four match officials are in attendance at a game, therefore it is even more 
important to have efficient processes in place when one or three officials are tak-
ing charge of a game. Here are some helpful tips:  
 

♦ Wear two watches: one can be paused for stoppages and one can be 
‘kept running’. 

 
♦ Keep a record of the exact time that each half commences. I have 

had situations where I have stopped my watch for a stoppage, got dis-
tracted as the game is about to resume and forgotten to restart my 
watch. The record of the uninterrupted time played at least gives a refer-
ence point to then calculate the time remaining.  

 
♦ Teamwork: Establish a system where the ARs can indicate time remain-

ing to the referee when it gets to the last five minutes in each half. A 
number of referees have said in their pre-match instructions that the AR 
that is not ‘bench-side’ can indicate to the referee the amount of time left 
on the running watch. The referee indicates to the ‘bench-side’ AR the 
amount of time to be added on, which should be indicated back to the 
referee to illustrate that the message has been received.  

 
♦ In Step 2 to 4 leagues, the AR then coveys to a member of the home 

technical area the minimum amount of additional time, which is dis-
played on the electronic board. It is good practice for the ‘bench-side’ 
AR to identify this person as soon as possible and to ensure that their 
watch is synchronised before the 90 minutes are concluded, to avoid 
frantic messages at the end of the game when full concentration on-field 
may be required. It is important for the AR to clarify the number of 
minutes until ‘normal’ time expires as well as the minimum time to 
be added,  
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 so that the board is held up at the correct point. I have witnessed a 
number of instances where arguments have broken out because team 
officials feel that too much or too little time has been played, when the  

 issue has been  that  the board has not been raised after 90 minutes 
are up on the uninterrupted clock.  

 
♦ Where a fourth official is present, that person records the time taken for 

all stoppages (substitutions, injuries and other significant stoppages). 
This log is used to calculate the time added. Where no fourth official is 
present, it is still useful for one of the match officials to have a record 
of stoppages as this can be useful in explaining after the game why a 
significant amount of added time has been played.  

 
Simon Parbury writing in the Chiltern Referee  

A question of law from an incident that  
nearly happened 

 
There was an incident in a game recently where the referee awarded a pen-
alty kick and then issued a red card to player ‘A’ for denying an obvious goal-
scoring opportunity. It was suggested to the referee that they go and speak to 
their nearest assistant (AR2). 
 
On speaking to the assistant (AR2), the referee went back and rescinded the 
red card they had shown to player ‘A’ and then showed the red card to player 
‘B’ who had actually handled the ball. Player ‘B’ then left the field of play and 
the penalty kick was then taken. 
 
It got some off us thinking and we changed the scenario slightly as follows: 
What would have happened in the team of player ‘B’ were quick enough to get 
him substituted with player ‘C’, who then entered the field of play, AR1 over-
seeing the substitution.  Once off the field of play, player ‘B’ went straight to 
the dressing room, with all of this happening during the discussion the referee 
was having with his assistant (AR2). 
 
Could the referee still send off player ‘B’, who was by now in the dressing 
room? Therefore, should that team be reduced to 10 players and if so who? 
What about the substitute who had entered the field of play and should they 
return to the Technical Area. Should the referee still send off the player they 
had originally shown the red card to? 
 
Lots of questions to think about and perhaps discuss at the February meet-
ing ?. 
 

Tim Lawrence 
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2022 
 
7th February  Society Meeting    Jim De Rennes  
 
7th March   Society AGM  
 
4th April   Society Meeting   David Crick    
 
9th May    Society Meeting   

FA Vase 5th Round Proper 12th February 
Hamworthy United V Tunbridge Wells 
A/R2 : Stephen Matthews 
 
Southall v Stansfeld 
A/R1 : Stephen Hawkes 
 
FA Women’s Super League 
Arsenal v Brighton 
A/R1 :Jonty Bolland 
 
Surrey Senior Cup 2nd Round 
Chertsey Town v Virginia Water 
A/Rs  David Payne and Neil Kiers 
 
Southern Regional Women’s League 
Title Decider  
Abingdon United v Moneyfields 
Referee : David Pilling.  
 

Sign Language  

      In a Laundromat: 
  AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINES: PLEASE REMOVE ALL YOUR 
    CLOTHES WHEN THE LIGHT GOES OUT. 
                                                   *************** 
            In an office: 
  WOULD THE PERSON WHO TOOK THE STEP LADDER YESTERDAY 
     PLEASE BRING IT BACK  
    OR FURTHER STEPS WILL BE TAKEN. 
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A wish for 2022 by Daniel Storey in the 'I'  

(31st December 2021), supplied by Mike Jacobs 
 
Screaming after every game that we have the worst referees of any top 
flight in the world and that they should be sent to the EFL and be re-
placed by, erm, ...we don't really know who, is not a solution to the cur-
rent refereeing crisis. 
 
If we are intent on improving the situation, rather than just being glad to 
have something to moan about, we need to ask why referees are under 
so much pressure and why we have a chronic shortage of officials at 
grass roots level. Spoiler: the semi-constant threat of verbal and physical 
abuse is not helping. 
 
Overhauling PGMOL would appear to be a savvy political move, but it will 
only provoke a sea change if we are able to attract young officials and 
promote them quickly. There are means of achieving that - every coach 
takes a refereeing course as part of their qualification, retrospective ac-
tion on dissent, every professional club must have a coach who is fully 
trained as a referee - but the shift must be behavioural as well as strate-
gic; don't hold your breath. 
 
Mike’s comment:  ‘As long as the coaches of the EFL continue to order 
their players to 'attack' the referee to gain advantage, which is then cop-
ied by every grassroots coach who believes he is a budding Klopp, Tu-
chel etc, nothing will change. What would change things for the best, but 
PGMOL haven't the guts to implement it, would be for every player who 
hangs on to another at a corner gives a way a penalty, every player is 
carded the moment he/she gives a verbal or any sign of dissent and 
every direct free kick cannot have any kind of a wall of players in front. 
That would be a good start. 
 
At grassroots level, i.e. kids football, any parent who confronts a ref 
should be banned from attending and their child banned from playing. 
That is draconian but it would only happen a couple of times before the 
message got through. And a child player would be allowed one yellow 
EVER for these offences and, with any subsequent yellow, the child 
would be banned. Again, draconian, but the message would get through 
rapidly.’  
 
 Courtesy of The Chiltern Referee  
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QPR v Bristol City with our new L3 Del Laing and also Essex referee Alexander 
Kyriacou who also got his L3 this week. To mark the occasion I got Del and Alex 
some celebration cake using some Sharpie skills #TeamWork   David Payne 

Del, Alex and David  

Woking RS take control at Bracknell Town v 
Thatcham with Steve Hawkes in the middle 
aided by David Pilling and recently promoted 
L3 Callum Peter 

Callum demonstrating L3 
pose 

Woking Referees in Action  

**************************************************
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Do We Need an Annual Refereeing Quiz?  
 

Some years ago, I refereed at a local club where they 
had two pitches with games going on at the same 
time. After the game I was in the referees changing 
room along with the referee of the other game. As I 
changed I took my copy of the Laws of the Game out 
of my holdall and put it on the seat. I always take it 
with me in case in case something crops up during the 
game that I want to check to make sure I had got it 
right. An example might be the occasion I gave an in-
direct free kick in the penalty area to the attacking 
team, when the ball running loose, was stopped by a 
defender to allow the goalkeeper to pick it up before an attacker could get it. 
Was this the same as deliberately kicking the ball? 
No such problem this time, but my colleague looked at the book, ‘ 
     ‘I used to have one of those’. he said. 
 
Used to have one of those? How many laws had been changed since he last 
had one in his hands.  
 
Last season, I was out with three referees who obviously had not realised there 
had been a change in the Law for the dropped ball. I say that because they 
waved their hand for the ball to be kicked back to the goalkeeper, something we 
never had the authority to do anyway, One of them tried to make out he was 
aware of the change but ‘I couldn’t see the benefit’ he said, as if we had a 
choice.  
 
At one time we used to blame the FA for not sending the changes out until after 
the season had started, I remember running the line at FA Cup qualifying round 
when the referee made a complete mess of the new law of only four steps for 
the goalkeeper. All we knew was what we had read in the newspapers, which is 
not the best way of learning about Law changes. 
 
You can’t say that these days, although the Laws are a little more difficult to get 
hold of. At one time you could buy a copy in WH Smiths but they are not on sale 
in this country anywhere now. It is only possible to purchase them direct from 
FIFA in Switzerland and with various charges that will cost you over £30. When 
I raised this with the IFAB, the answer was that referees liked downloading 
them onto their mobile phones, so I wonder how many have done this.  
 
Of course, RA branches have run training sessions in recent years, particularly 
invoked by the great number of changes. The quality of these sessions are 
sometimes debatable depending on the quality of the presenter. This was high-
lighted to me when sitting in on one presentation about the change regarding 
drop ball after a burst ball. The presenter dismissed it with ‘It’s just a reminder to 
drop the ball’. In fact there was a change should the ball burst on the goal post. 
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 Previously the ball would have been dropped and contested in the goal area but 
now it is dropped uncontested at the goalkeepers feet, even if last kicked by a 
member of the attacking team outside the penalty area, A subtle change perhaps 
but worthy of more than a reminder I think. 
 
Also we must remember that the majority of referees in this country are not mem-
bers of the RA.  
 
Has the time come for referees to have to take some test or quiz on the Laws 
when they register each year? it would at least show, with proper questioning, that 
each referee has at least looked at the relevant Laws and hopefully understood 
them. I appreciate that this in itself won’t guarantee better referees. Knowing the 
Laws of the Game, whilst important, isn’t the only thing that makes a good referee, 
but it would make an improvement from ’I used to have one of those’.   
 

 

 

Dick mentions the cost of buying a hard copy of the LOTG from Switzerland being 

in the region of £30. But in conjunction with fellow Referees Societies in London 

and Surrey, we have, by buying in bulk, reduced this to a mere £4 . Just anther 

reason for being a member of Woking Referees’ Society.   Mac  
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AshTaxis 
  6 Seater Taxi 
Airports , Docks, Social Functions
  

           

    Competitive Prices 
   24 hours by appointment 
 
   Contact —Colin Barnett on 
   Tel.  01252 328957 
   Fax  01252 654811 
   Mob  07831 404 066 
   E-mail cbarnett5978184@aol.com  

Are you a new referee looking for advice or support or a more experienced refe-
ree wishing to discuss a point of law or a match incident ? Then your Society is 
here to help.  
 
Refereeing, particularly at grass roots can be a lonely experience and a friendly 
voice after a particularly difficult game can often be beneficial to ones mental be-
ing. 
 
You are welcome to contact the following members either by phone (at a reason-
able time) or by email if you have any concerns or even just want a word of en-
couragement.  
 
Andy Bennett    andy@euroboozer.co.uk    07538 714747  

Jonty Bolland    jonty.bolland@hotmail.co.uk  07818 202425 

Gareth Heighes (Training Officer)  garethheighes@btinternet.com 07707 118446  

Jackie Bisley  ( Welfare Officer)   jackiebisley@yahoo.com   07830 3147868 

Mac McBirnie   macmcbirnie@gmail.com  07770 643229  
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From whistles to watches, 

flags to record cards, shirts to 
socks, Carl’s got the lot. Help 
support the society and make 
sure you give Carl a call for all 

your refereeing needs   
 

 
 

Price List  
 

Score pads- £1.50 

Referee cards set- £1.50 

Referee cards- 50p each 

Pump- £3.50 

Pressure gage- £3.50 

Pump needle- £1.50 

Lanyards - £3 

Flags- £4.50 

Woking RA Polo Shirt - £12 

Woking RA Hoodie - £18 

Surrey FA badge- £4 

Referee socks- £2.50 

Various Donated Nike Referee Kit and Training Gear   
(make me an offer)  

 

aheather942@aol.com   07903 845694  
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Willy the ‘Red Card’ Ref  

    Muddy well done! 

It is always best to arrive early at the 

match venue.  The photo above 

shows the state of the pitch one hour 

before kick-off but the groundsman 

ensured me the weather will improve 

and that the pitch has good drainage 

and will be playable.    

Some of the home team players heard my conversation and confirmed that the 

groundsman was correct. 

The groundsman appeared to be right as forty five minutes later there was a com-

plete transformation to the playing conditions.  Bright sunshine was in evidence and 

the pitch was playable bar a few puddles as shown below. 

Not perfect conditions but safe for the 

players to play. Clear pitch markings and 

fortunately both goal areas were clear of 

any puddles. 

I looked over to the other pitch where the 

Rovers second team were due to play.  

Whereas my pitch was at the top of the slope the second team pitch was at the 

bottom and the water from my pitch had settled on the lower pitch.   I spoke with 

the referee for the second team and he told me the pitch was playable.   

I told him that it was anything but playable and the ball neither bounced nor 

moved freely as it just stopped in the either the large puddles or the thick mud.  I 

refereed for the enjoyment and it was disappointing to hear the young referee 

say to me ‘I will start the game as I will be paid the full fee.  If I call the match off 

now I am only paid for my travelling expenses’.   Indeed very disappointing.  

The referee duly started the match and he abandoned the match seven minutes 

later.  Just look at a photo of his match……… 

…..It goes without saying that both sets of play-

ers were none too pleased as they returned to 

the changing rooms for a welcoming shower. 

For the record my match went without incident.  

Only two cautions and both teams seemed 

pleased with my performance. 

See you all soon, 

Willy the Red Card Ref  
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Motivation 
 

What has motivation to do with refereeing? I hope to explain here that motiva-
tion is the main difference between a good game, an average game, or indeed 
the worst game an official might have in a season. It is the driving force behind 
every match. That little extra the referee puts into a Cup Final or the game on 
the local park when he believes there is an assessor watching. Really motivation 
is that additional effort and determination he should put into EVERY game. 
One way of showing that motivation is important to a match is to indicate the 
times when there is distinct lack of it. I have heard the following comments at 
various times when in the company of refereeing colleagues, and these illustrate 
my point: 
"I had a good game last week, but I am ONLY RUNNING THE LINE this Satur-
day." 
"My cup tie has been postponed, and I've got this JUNIOR MATCH instead, and 
I was really looking forward to the OTHER match." 
No doubt there are many other such phrases which could be included. To my 
mind, every game should be treated the same, whether one is refereeing or run-
ning the line. All must be equally important. 
To the lads playing in the lower divisions of any league, their matches on a Sat-
urday afternoon are more important than those in the Football League. They 
should therefore be treated as important by the referee. The fact that a better 
class of football is being played on an adjoining pitch should not be allowed to 
interfere with the referee in his own game. An official should treat every match 
as the most important in his career - as though it was his World Cup Final. If 
such thoughts put that extra zip into his performance then he is advised to use it 
each weekend. 
A friend of mine who had passed the Football League's retiring age by some 
years, but still continued to referee on the parks, noticed that his game deterio-
rated remarkably because that feeling of competitiveness had left him. He de-
cided to treat his matches as though being a Class Two official striving for pro-
motion with an assessor present each week. This did the trick, giving him that 
motivation that was lacking. 
The individual means of motivation is a personal thing, but I believe it falls into 
one or more of these categories - advancement with the game, love of the 
game, personal satisfaction, or pride in being as perfect as one can be. 
Confidence also plays its part. The knowledge that one knows the Laws of the 
Game and is able to put them into practice gives the confidence to motivate a 
referee through a game. 
 
The Referees' Association provides great help in stimulating interest amongst 
members, and to my mind every referee should join as a first stage in motivating 
himself for every weekend with the whistle. 
A referee must be fair to all teams, no matter what the standard of football, giv-
ing his best whatever the circumstances. He should always motivate himself 
which will inevitably lead to greater things. 
 

Alan Robinson writing in the Second Referee’s Digest June 1994 
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Advice on the prevention of  
Stalking and Harassmentment  

 

Hamish Brown MBE 
 

Retired Scotland Yard Detective Inspector 
 

UK’s leading authority on stalking and harassment. Hamish has been 
personally requested by high profile individuals and organisations to: 

 
Advice and Lecture on this specialist subject 

 
Website: www.hamishbrownmbe.com 

Email: Hamish@hamishbrownmbe.com 

Referees Wanted 
for the 

Farnham & District Sunday 
Veterans League 

 
 
 

If you are interested 
Please call 

 
Colin on 01252 328 953 

Or Linda on 01276 512 735 



WARBLER REFERENCE GUIDE  
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION 
www.TheFA.com 

Wembley Stadium, Wembley, London HA9 0WS 
0800 169 1863 

FA Refereeing Department  
 National Managers 
“name”@theFA.com 

Peter Elsworth ; Head of Senior Referee Development  

Surrey County Football Association  
www.surreyfa.com 
 
Referee Development Officer 

Meadowbank Football Ground, Mill Lane, Dorking  
Surrey, RH4 1DX     01372 384190 
 
Craig  Hicks Tel: 01372 387 094 
Email. Referees@SurreyFA.com 

The Referees’ Association  
www.the-ra.org 
contact@the-ra.org 
Tel 024 7642 0360  

1c Bagshaw Close 
Ryton on Dunsmore 
Warwickshire 
CV8 3EX 

Surrey County Referees Association 
Honorary Secretary 

Brian Reader 01483 480651                                        
ramblingref@gmail.com 

Guildford & Woking Alliance League 
Referees’ Secretary 

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911 
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk 

Surrey County Intermediate League 
(Western) Referees’ Secretary 

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911 
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk 

Suburban League  
Assistant Referees’ Secretary 

 Dave Goater  
 dave.gosubrefs@outlook.com  

Combined Counties League 
Assistant Referees’ Secretary 

Philip Nash 07951 415046 
assistantreferees@combinrdcountiesleague.co.uk 

Mid Week Isthmian Youth League 
Referee and Assistants Secretary  

Roger Wells 07723 304332  roger.wells99@outlook com  

Camberley & District Sunday League 
Referees’ Secretary 

 Richard Harris 07708 813978 (m), 
 richard@harris-net.co.uk  

Surrey & Hants Border Sunday League 
Referees’ Secretary 

Bob Dick 07803 007233  
bobmdick@btinternet..com 

Farnham & District Sunday League 
Referees’ Secretary 

Colin Barnett 01252 328953 
cbarnett5978184@aol.com 

Surrey Youth League 
Referees’ Secretary 
U16  - U18s   Stephen Brown           

referees@wsyl.org.uk 

 

mcfcfan@btinternet.com  

Surrey Primary League 
Referees Secretary 

Jake Walton / Tom Elliott 
referees@surreyprimaryleague.com 

Middlesex County FA 
Www.middlesexFA.com 
 
Hampshire County FA 
Www.hampshireFA.com 
 
Berks and Bucks County FA 
Www.berksandbucksFA.com 
 
London FA 
Www.londonFA.com 

Rectory Park, Ruislip Rd, Northolt, Middlesex UB5 5FA 
0208 515 1919 
 
Winklebury Football Complex, Winklebury Way 
Basingstoke, RG23 8BF  01256 853000 
 
 
1,  Kimber Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1SG 
  Tel: 01235 558450 
 
11, Hurlingham Business Park, Sullivan Rd Fulham 
London SW6 3DU   0207 610 8360 

Surrey Premier County Football League  
Referees’ Secretary 

Geoff Knock  
geoff.knock@btinternet.com   




